MANN RANCH SUMMER -1974 -----HUSTON SMITH, Ph.D.
WISDOM, METHOD AND THE
DEEPEST UNCONSCIOUS
"Wisdom as the map of life, method as
upaya- the 'skillful means' in following it.
Method without wisdom is blind, wisdom
without method idle." Huston Smith
(A seminar in two parts; Part II will follow
consistently from Part I yet may be ex
perienced as an independent unit.)

JULY 20-23

Mann Ranch Seminars has the privilege once again of announcing that Dr. Huston Smith
will present the opening seminar of our summer program. This year he will explore with us
several of the great traditions of Asia, relating them to life's goals and examining some o,f the
methods by which we, today, may achieve these goals. The uniquely private and intimate set
ting of the Mann Ranch (and an enrollment limit of 2 5 people) particularly lends itself to Dr.
Smith's quiet yet intense approach to his subject creating a deeply personal experience for
each of us attending.
Suggested Reading: Huston Smith, The Religions of Man(Harper and Row), chapters on Hindu
ism, Buddhism, and Taoism; and Shunryu Suzuki, Zen Mind, Beginner's Mind ( Weatherhill).
HUSTON SMITH, Ph.D., born in China where he lived until he was 17, is Professor of Religion

and Adjunct Professor of Philosophy, Syracuse University, former professor of Philosophy for 15
years at M.l. T., author ofThe Religions of Man, The Purposes of Higher Education, The Search
for America andCondemned to Meaning, and producer of international award-winning films on
Tibetan Buddhism and Sufism. Dr. Smith identifies as his focal interest "that precise point- all
the way around the world- where philosophy, psychology, and religion converge."

H I N D U I S M, T H E R A V A D A
(S O U THERN) BUDDH I S M ,
AND ZEN BUDDHISM
Saturday dinner at 8:00p.m. through Tues
day lunch
$115-seminar & meals
$145-seminar, meals & lodging

JULY 23-25
T I B E T A N BUDDHISM A N D
SUFISM
Tuesday dinner at 8:00p.m. through Thurs
day lunch
$70-seminar & meals
$90- seminar, meals & lodging

JULY 2�28
MARILYN FERGUSON
THE BRAIN REVOLUTION.
AND BEYOND
Friday dinner at 8:00 p.m. through Sunday
lunch
$70-seminar & meals
$90- seminar, meals & lodging

JULY 28-31
A MENDOCINO COUNTY
EXCURSION

Do we already have the Superbrain?
Marilyn Ferguson will focus on the research findings about the role of the brain in
altered/expanded states of consciousness-psychedelic, biofeedback, paranormal perception,
creative reverie, sleep and dream consciousness, meditation and madness. There will be an op
portunity for participants to discuss personal experiences in a workshop situation. The group
will also explore the portents of the research for individuals and for society. Is the promise of
human potential an antidote to Future Shock?
MARILYN FERGUSON is a free-lance writer whose articles, fiction, and award-winning poetry
have· appeared in major magazines. The Brain Revolution: The Frontiers of Mind Research, her

second book, grew out of her interest in early-learning phenomena, parapsychology, the
physiological effects of meditation techniques, and her own experience as a laboratory subject
in biofeedback and telepathy research. She has recently completed a book about dreams for
young children and is writing a book about alternative education.

With no seminar scheduled, these three days are set aside for those who would like to
visit the Mann Ranch, lodge and take their meals here,enjoy the countryside and the pool, and
take a one-day excursion to the unusual town of Mendocino with the staff,stroll about on the
coast and have the evening meal on the beach.

$55-meals & camping
$80-meals & lodging
(double occupancy)
$90-meals &lodging (single occupancy)

JULY 31 -AUGUST 2
CAROL S. WOLMAN, M.D.
GENDER LABELS AND THE
SELF-CONCEPT

We unconsciously put "male"or "female"labels on many of our gestures, ways of speak
ing, social roles, and modes of consciousness. How we a
l bel a behavior can depend on whom
we learned it from, how our culture regards it, the context in which we tend to use it, or other
factors. In this seminar, we will examine the gender labels we place on our manifold ways of
being and on those of others. We will explore which ones we find comfortable, which awkward,
which we forbid ourselves,and how these choices relate to each person's gender and self-con
cept. Both discussions and experiential sessions will be used.
CAROL S. WOLMAN, M.D., is a psychiatrist who practices both individual and group therapy in

Wednesday dinner at 8:00p.m. through Fri
day lunch

the Bay Area. She has been studying sex-role behavior in groups for several years.

If you have neither been to one of our programs nor corresponded with us, you are on a borrowed mailing list.
PLEASE INFORM US IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE ON OUR MAILING LIST.

AUGUST 2-5
CAROL BARNES LU CERO' Ph•D•
KAY BRADWAY, Ph.D.
FLORENCE C • IRVINE ' M •D •
WOMAN'S QUEST
ANCIENT AND MODERN
Friday dinner at 8 :00p.m. through Monday
lunch
$115-seminar & meals
$145-seminar, meals & lodging

On Sunday afternoon there will be a con
cert of original music for piano, flute, ba
soon, and voice composed by Carolyn
Hawley, who will perform on the piano, ac
companied by Virginia Cross, Beverly Mc
Chesney and Lisa Hawley.

AUGUST 5-8
EDWARD F. EDINGER, M.D.

Dr. Lucero will begin this 3-day seminar concerning the phenomenology of the feminine
with a presentation of a Jungian view of contradictory tensions within the feminine psyche
which affect creative expression. Particular attention wi l be directed to the effect of the male
unconscious upon the woman and to the an1ma woman s mner and outer real1ty.

!

Personal analysis can be perceived as modern woman's quest just as initiation rites of
2 000 years ago represented ancient woman's quest. During this seminar Dr. Bradway will consider findings from analytical practice over the past several years to learn of the quests, con
scious and unconscious, of two types of modern women : family women without a career and
career women without a family. Turning to woman's ancient rites of initiation in Pompeii,we will
see and discuss a series of slides of the beautifully preserved frescoes illustrating the initiation
rites that took place in the Villa of Mysteries.
Dr. Irvine will consider the feminine style of consciousness, a mode of awareness which
does not belong exclusively to women. This mode of consciousness implies feeling partici
pation and a relatedness to unconscious contents, as opposed to a stance of detachment and
clarity. It is hoped that, through the sharing of our own experiences and reactions, we will ac
tualize feminine consciousness in the course of the seminar. Finally, we will discuss the ex
perience of pregnancy and birth as a paradigm of the creative and transformative processes.
CAROL BARNES LUCERO, Ph.D., trained at the C. G. Jung Institute, San Francisco. She is a

Jungian analyst in private practice in Berkeley and a frequent lecturer in the Bay Area on the
theme of the feminine psyche and its expression in the "real" world.KAY BRAD WAY, Ph.D., is a
Jungian analyst in private practice in San Francisco and in Marin County, past president of the
Society of Jungian Analysts in San Francisco, frequent lecturer in the Bay Area on women and
feminine psychology. FLORENCE IR VINE, M.D., is a psychiatrist and mother of two young
children. She is currently in private practice and is a candidate of the C. G. Jung Institute, San
Francisco.

Mythology can be considered as a self-revelation of the transpersonal psyche. It fixes in
concrete, graspable forms the universal archetypal realities which underlie and determine all
psychological experience. Greek mythology is particularly relevant for understanding the col
lective unconscious of Western man. This seminar will examine the major Greek myths as ex
pressions of the archetypal psyche. Each participant will be encouraged to find the myths most
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-THE PSYCHOLOGICAL
MEANING OF GREEK
MYTHOLOGY

ED WARD F. EDINGER, M.D., is a Jungian analyst practicing in New York City. He is active in

the analyst training program of the New York Institute of the C. G. Jung Foundation and is the
author of Ego and Archetype. Individuation and the Religious Function of the Psyche (Penguin
Books).

Monday dinner at 8:00p.m. through Thurs
day lunch
$115-seminar & meals
$145-seminar, meals & lodging

AUGUST 9-1 2
WAYNE K. DETLOFF, M.D.
SYMBOLIC ATTITUDE
AND OUR PERSONAL
DEVELOPMENT

Nurturing growth by attention to symbols in one's life will be a central concern. This
seminar will consider the many facets of the symbol with special attention to the symbol's deter
minants of appeal and ease of recognition. Role of ego development and consciousness in rela
tion to one's personal symbols in the integration process will also be part of the discussion.
Various manifestations of the symbol will be described and related to far-reaching implications.
WAYNE K. DETLOFF, M.D., trained in clinical psychology before entering medicine and psy

chiatry. Jungian analyst in private practice in San Francisco Bay Area (EI Cerrito). Research in
non-verbal modes such as Sand Play and in Jung's psychological types. Active on training staff
at C. G. Jung Institute, San Francisco.

Friday dinner at 8:00 p.m. through Monday
lunch
$115-seminar & meals
$145-seminar, meals & lodging

AUGUST 13-16
JOHN GRAHAM
A DANCING ATTITUDE
Tuesday dinner at 8:00p.m. through Friday
lunch
$115-workshop & meals
$145-workshop, meals & lodging

"It is our minds that are stiff and not our bodies." By popular request John Graham
returns to the Mann Ranch for a second time this year to conduct a 3-day workshop in move
ment, a workshop for which no training is necessary but which will benefit even those with ad
vanced training in dance. John's approach allows us to experience poetically the anatomy of
movement by freeing the mind from its often fallacious ideas of how the body moves. With an in
creased body consciousness, through a clearer understanding of our physical reality, the
body's tensions are released.
With gentle exercises of body and mind, always attending to each individual's particular
problems and needs, John guides us toward a deeper awareness of body control. And as we ex
perience the coordination of thinking and moving, we begin to find a dance,a way of dancing, a
dance attitude in our everyday activities.
JOHN GRAHAM, M.A., is a performing artist and teacher. His approach synthesizes the work of

M. Feldenkrais, Alexander Technique, and his own 18 years of teaching experience.

MANN RANCH SEMINARS
AUGUST 16-18
JU LIUS E. HEUSCHER, M.D.
THE MEANING AND
USEFULNESS OF MYTHS
AND FAIRYTALES IN
OUR TIMES

-

P.O. BOX 570, UKIAH, CA 95482

The images of folklore remain familiar to the child within us and the artist within our soul.
The adult who develops a fine awareness for their potential depth and power is often aided not
only in his or her quest for wholeness and harmony but also in the ability to communicate to the
child the content of this lost and yet always young language. The concern of this seminar will
be interpretations of selected myths and fairytales and the consideration of their continued
relevance in education, psychotherapy and self-actualization. Discussion will include modern
literary productions that may have functions similar to those of traditional folklore.
JULIUS E. HEUSCHER, M.D., is a psychiatrist in private practice; Associate Clinical Professor,
Stanford University School of Medicine; author ofA Psychiatric Study of Myths and Fairytales,
and of numerous articles dealing with existential psychotherapy and folklore
�

Friday dinner at 8:00 p.m. through Sunday
lunch
$70 -seminar & meals
$90-seminar, ·meals & lodging

AUGUST 19-21; 21-23
WAYNE McEVILLY, Ph.D.
THE CRAFT OF WRITING
AS PERSONAL VOYAGE
August 19- 2 1: Monday dinner at 8:00 p.m.
through Wednesday lunch
August 2 1- 23: Wednesday dinner at 8:00
.p.m. through Friday lunch
2 days
$70
workshop & meals
$90 -workshop, meals & o
l dging
-

4 days
$140-workshop & meals
$170-workshop, meals & lodging

AUGUST 23-25
KENNETH PELLETIER, Ph.D.
BIOFEEDBACK: MAPPING
INNER SPACE
Friday dinner at 8:00 p.m. through Sunday
lunch
$70-seminar & meals
$90 -seminar, meals & lodging

AUGUST 28-31
SALVADOR ROQU ET, M.D.
PSYCHOTHERAPY WITH
PSYCHEDELICS
(PSYCHOTOMIMETICS)
Wednesday dinner at
Saturday lunch

\'

"Poet. Musician. Writing which must be received as music." So writes Anais Nin of
Wayne McEvilly who is giving his third Mann Ranch Workshop in Creative Writing. Coming to
us as an affiliate of The Center for Advanced Studies in Linguistics at Deccan College, India,
Wayne will once again concentrate on the creative capacities of each participant in order to
suggest techniques of unblocking the material of the inner life. The workshop proceeds within
the traditions of Karmayogasutra.
Participants of this workshop on writing as personal voyage may attend the first two days
or the last two days or the full four-day program.
WAYNE McE VILLY, with a Doctorate in music and metaphysics from the University of Southern

California, is a concert pianist, scholar of Oriental thought, essayist, and author of fiction. Henry
Miller has praised his writing and William Claire, Editor of Voyages : A National Literary Maga
zine, has written of him - "one of the most talented and imaginative scholars of language
working in America today."

Through the biofeedback interaction of psyche and soma this seminar will probe the
neurophysiological basis of consciousness. We will look at the similarities and differences bet
ween meditation and biofeedback and the relationship between thinking and brain structure.
Particular attention will be directed to the use of imagery, active imagination, and fantasy in
conjunction with biofeedback to study altered states of consciousness and the alleviation of
psychosomatic disorders. The seminar will include a film of recent experiments with the healer,
Jack Schwarz, and an unreleased documentary of adept meditators in Northern India. Partici
pants will be given the opportunity to experience meditative and biofeedback techniques with
the use of electronic equipment.
PELLETIER, Ph.D., is a clinical psychologist who conducts research in
neurophysiology at the Langley Porter Neuropsychiatric Institute and is director of the Institute
for the Study of Consciousness in Berkeley. He studied at the C. G. Jung Institute in Zurich and
is co-authorofConsciousness :East and West to be published this summer by Harper and Row.

KENNETH

This seminar will explore the unfolding of the psyche in hallucinogenic therapy: the ex
periential dynamics of death and rebirth and man's encounter with fear. We will discuss the
creating of an environment,both inner and outer,in which the personal ritual can unfold,allow
ing the individual to work at intimate levels with his or her unconscious.
SAL VADOR ROQUET, M.D., is Director of the Institute of Psychosynthesis in Mexico City,

where he conducts group therapy with hallucinogenic substances natural to Mexico, as well as
with LSD and others. He has worked extensively in the Sierras of Southern Mexico with the
ritualistic use of hallucinogenics and has been in private practice for the past 15 years.

8:00 p.m. through

$115-seminar & meals
$145-seminar, meals & lodging

If you have neither been to one of our programs nor corresponded with us, you are on a borrowed mailing list.
PLEASE INFORM US IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE ON OUR MAILING LIST.

AUGUST 31 -SEPTEMBER 3
JOAN HALIFAX-GROF, Ph.D.
STANISLAV GROF, M.D.
PSYCHEDELICS AND THE
RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE
Saturday dinner at 8:00p.m. through Tues
day lunch

In this seminar the Grots will explore the role of religious experiences in cross-cultural
perspective. They will compare drug and non-drug techniques for inducing unusual states of
consciousness and discuss the relevance of such states for individuals undergoing life crises.
The focus will be on rites of passage, trance and possession states, ancient temple mysteries,
books of the dead, subjective experiences associated with clinical death, and the therapeutic
potential of mysti'cal experiences.
JOAN HALIFAX-GROF, Ph.D., is a medical anthropologist in the combined fields of religion and

psychiatry. She has worked with her husband in LSD psychotherapy of cancer patients and is
currently in residence at Esalen Institute, Big Sur.STAN GROF, M.D., over the past 16 years has
conducted more than 3000 LSD sessions with subjects in Czechoslovakia, Russia, and the
United States. He is currently in residence at Esalen Institute, Big Sur.

$1 15 -seminar & meals
$145 -seminar, meals & lodging

SEPTEMBER 6--9
DANE RUDHYAR assisted by
MICHAEL MEYER
HUMANISTIC ASTROLOGY IN
THE CONTEXT OF MODERN
PHILOSOPHY AND
PSYCHOLOGY
Friday dinner at 8:00p.m. through Monday
lunch
$115 -seminar and meals
$145 -seminar, meals & lodging

SEPTEMBER 1 3-1 5
DANE RUDHYAR assisted by
MARCIA MIKULAK
1RANSPERSONAL MUSIC
AND MUSIC OF TONE
Friday dinner at 8:00p.m. through Sunday
lunch

The purpose of this seminar is to explore in depth the role which astrology can perform
for modern individuals already subjected to various techniques for self-development and
usually confused by the claims of popular astrology. Astrology is a symbolic language enabling
us to understand in a special way the relationship between man and the universe and to evoke
and clarify the purpose of individual existence. We shall discuss so often neglected questions
such as: what is astrology for -what does it really deal with-the dangers involved in its use,
etc.

WhileDANE RUDHYAR'S first love was music when he came to New York in 1916 for the perfor
mance of some of his orchestral works, his life-purpose has been to present fundamental ideas,
potent symbols and a new vision that would contribute to the emergence of a new culture and a
new way of life. It is this purpose which integrates his pioneering creative work in many fields:
the arts and literature, philosophy and psychology, and the development of a "humanistic" ap
proach to astrology. He has lectured extensively and written some 30 books. MICHAEL MEYER
who will be assisting Dane Rudhyar in the September 6-9 seminar will explain technical pro
cedures concerning the interpretation of birth-charts. His Handbook for the Humanistic
Astrologer just published by Doubleday is a different kind of astrological text-book covering the
entire field of natal astrology.

"Serious" music is now playing an important role in the lives of people, thanks to radio,
records and concerts of all kinds. Yet it is a confusing role now that our Euro-American culture
is breaking down and there is a yearning for new values, new goals, and in music, for new
sounds and a new approach to the performing of music. This seminar will discuss the basic
difference between European music based on notes arranged in complex patterns in a score,
and the older music stressing the magic power of living tones. What is "tone"? What is required
of a true "tone producer"? How should performing music be approached and how can tones
Mave a psychically-transformative power?
Refer to September 6-9seminar above for DANE RUDHYAR'S professional biography. MARCIA
MIKULAK, M.A. Mills College, who is a member of theHysteresis group of women musicians in

Berkeley will perform some of Mr. Rudhyar's piano works which she studied under his
guidance.

$70-seminar and meals
$90-seminar, meals & lodging

JOSEPH CAMPBELL
MYTHOLOGICAL
MEDITATIONS
(A seminar in two parts; Part II will follow
consistently from Part I yet may be ex
perienced as an independent unit.)

SEPTEMBER 20-23
MYTHOLOGY AND DREAM
Friday dinner at 8:00 p.m. through Monday
lunch
$120-seminar & meals
$15 0-seminar, meals & lodging

SEPTEMBER 23-25
THREE TANTRIC
MEDITATIONS
Monday dinner at
Wednesday lunch

8:00 p.m. through

$80 -seminar & meals
$100-seminar, meals & lodging

Part I: MYTHOLOGY AND DREAM
Carl Jung tells us in his Memories, Dreams, Reflectionsthat when suddenly he realized
"what it means to live with a myth, and what it means to live without one," he asked himself by
what myth he was living, and found that he did not know; and so, as he writes, "I took it upon
myself to get to know 'my' myth, and I regarded this as the task of tasks."
In this three-day seminar we will try to understand the "personal myth," using Jung's psycholo
gy, Oriental and Western art, alchemical and dream symbols, mandalas, and relevant myths. We
will review the functions served by traditional mythologies, consider their relevance to our
modern situation, and suggest ways of "getting to know" and enriching the myths by which we,
ourselves, live.
Part II: THREE TANTRIC MEDITATIONS
The transformation of the world through a shift of accent in our way of regarding it is the
ultimate gift of both yoga and analytical psychology. The Vedantic doctrine of the "five sheaths
of ignorance" in which wisdom is enclosed; the Tantric, of the seven cycles of expansion of
ritual potential; and the Buddhist of the "planes of descent" of consciousness to involvement in
phenomenal life, will be reflected upon in this two-day seminar.
I

JOSEPH CAMPBELL is authorofThe Hero with a Thousand Faces, The Masks of God, Myths to
Live By and editor of The Portable Jyng.

Mann Ranch Seminars
P.O. Box 570

Ukiah, Ca. 95482
(707) 462-3514

GENERAL INFORMATION
RESERVATIONS: All seminars and workshops have limited enrollment (usually 2 0-3 0); to insure your reservation, it should be made as early
as possible. A $25 non-refundable deposit for each seminar is required at the time of reservation. If you are unable to attend a seminar for
which you have made a deposit and if you notify us at least two weeks prior to that seminar, we will be glad to apply your deposit to another
seminar of your choice if space is available. Ple�e mail application and deposit to MANN RANCH SEMINARS, P. 0.Box 5 70, Ukiah, Califor
nia 95 48 2. (Of course, we will refund your deposit if the seminar for which you applied is already filled.)
ACCOMMODATIONS:All seminars and workshops are residential programs in so far as participants take their meals and attend the programs
at the ranch house. Lodging, for those who would like it, refers to accommodations at the ranch house ( 2 or 3 in a room with adjoining bath,
single rooms occasionally available). Participants may camp on the ranch grounds or they may prefer to reserve space at any of the numerous
motels in Ukiah (a 25-minute drive from the ranch).
ACCOMMODATIONS BETWEEN SEMINARS: When seminars are not in session people are welcome to stay at the ranch, taking their meals
and sleeping here. Write for further information.
ARRIVAL TIME:In order to allow us to prepare our facilities, we would appreciate guests not arriving before 5:00p.m. on the first day of semi
nars beginning with dinner.
VISITORS BY RESERVATION OR APPOINTMENT ONLY: Please, no drop-ins.
CHILDREN: At this time we do not have facilities for children.
PETS: THIS IS A WORKING STOCK RANCH-ABSOLUTELY NO DOGS ALLO WEDI
CLIMATE AND DRESS: The ranch is 1500 feet above the Ukiah valley and only 2 2 air miles from the ocean. The climate is generally mild with
warm days and cool nights. Bring informal clothing.
TRANSPORTATION: We encourage all who are willing to offer rides to indicate the offer on the application blank. If you would like a ride
please contact us, a week in advance if possible. Greyhound services Ukiah from San Francisco and Eureka. We will be glad to meet your bus
if you notify us at least two days in advance of arrival time.
GROUP DISCOUNTS:A 15% discount is available to groups of 6 or more for certain of our programs. Please write to us for further information.
SCHOLARSHIPS: We offer several scholarships for all of our seminars and workshops to those who are willing to help with the kitchen work.
The tuition is 1/ 2 the lesser fee-seminar, meals, camping.
OFFICE HOURS: We are most easily reached by phone between 2:3 0 and 8:3 0 p.m.

'
If you have neither been to one of our programs nor corresponded with us, you are on a borrowed mailing list.
PLEASE INFORM US IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE ON OUR MAILING LIST.
Mann Ranch Seminars, P. 0. Box
Ukiah, CA 95482 (707) 462-3514

570

I wish to attend the following seminar(s) :
Date

Leader

______

Date

Leader

Date

Leader

____ ________ ________
____
___

________________________
___

____________________ __
__
___

A $25 non-refundable deposit is required for each seminar at the time
of reservation.
I am enclosing $

as the deposit for:

_______

0 seminar, meals & lodging
0 seminar & meals
0I
Name

at the ranch house

only

can provide transportation for other guests.

__________________________________ ______ ______
__

Address

________________________________ ____________
__

Home Phone

Bus. Phone

_______

__________
__

Your reservation confirmation and directions to the ranch will be sent
by return mail.
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The Mann Ranch is a place where the popular dogmas of our
age are put aside as much as possible in order to better explore
the awesomeness of our existence. Here we seek the wisdom
necessary to our lives and the methods which can support
and realize these insights. It is a place for meeting ourselves
and other selves and for revisiting our heritage of earth and sky.

Brochure photography by Cathleen Bingham

